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ACTIVITY GUIDE

Why make a model?
Making a model allows scientists to test theories
about how things work. For example, we can’t yet
travel to other planets so NASA scientists build
models of a "planet in a test tube" to simulate
conditions on a planet. The models help scientists
study fluid movements in earth’s atmosphere and
oceans as well as on other more distant worlds. In
this activity you’ll make a cardboard model of one
arm and a breastplate of late medieval armor, and
then use the model to perform range of motion experiments. The experiments will give you an idea of how
well medieval armor functioned when those wearing it
had to perform specific tasks.

How flexible was armor?
The ability to move arms and legs meant a warrior
could perform motions like walking, swinging a heavy
sword, holding a lance, or mounting a horse, depending upon what kind of armor he was wearing. But
how flexible was armor really? Was it possible for a
knight wearing a suit of armor to efficiently handle a
weapon? Was it possible to execute quick and dramatic movements necessary to protect yourself?
Wearing a replica cardboard armor and attempting
different arm movements will prove just how flexible
a suit of armor can be.

Maximilian Armor, about 1510-20 A.D.
German
Steel
© The Walters Art Museum

Making a cardboard model
A knight wearing armor like this Maximilian Armor
would normally wear a padded undergarment with
leather ties that attached to the armor. An actual suit
of armor would be a lot heavier than cardboard too,
most suits of armor weighed in at about 65 pounds,
but this would only have a small affect on flexibilty for
a strong knight. We’ve made some design modifications in the model, because we won’t use an undergarment with ties to hold pieces of armor in place.
The objective of this activity is not to learn the techniques that late medieval and Renaissance craftsmen

Detail, Maximilian Armor, about 1510-20 A.D.
German
Steel
© The Walters Art Museum
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used to build armor, but rather to simulate the
moving parts of an arm and breastplate in medieval
armor in order to conduct range of motion experiments. Once you’ve completed the model, you’ll
recruit two classmates to wear the armor and perform
a number of simple movements. By observing their
ability to move in the armor and recording the results
of the range of motion tests, you’ll be able to come to
conclusions about how someone wearing armor
might be restricted in their movement.

After completing this assignment you will
be able to:

Drawing of a completed cardboard armor model

1. Follow written directions to complete a threedimensional model.
2. Work as a group to first assemble parts, then
attach parts to a whole model.
3. Construct a cardboard replica of medieval armor.
4. Make predictions about range of motions.
5. Observe and measure the range of motions
possible while restricted by a model suit of armor
to test your predictions.
6. Communicate your findings about range of motion
possible while wearing a suit of armor in written
form on a worksheet.
7. Make conclusions about how someone wearing
armor might be restricted in their movement.

MATERIALS CHECKLIST
Six squares of 2’ x 2’ corrugated cardboard
Spray adhesive or rubber cement
Utility knives and/or scissors
Transparent (Scotch) tape
Masking tape (2 inches wide contractor grade)
Stapler and/or hot glue gun
1/2 inch wide Velcro – at least 10 inches
1/2 - 3/4 inch wide elastic strips or old bicycle
inner tube – at least 12 inches
✓ 30 #3 size brass brads
✓ Sharp pencils
✓ Range of motion experiment worksheet

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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Pattern pieces included:
• Four Gorget (A and B) pattern pieces
• One Gorget Seam (B)
• Six Breastplate (P) pattern pieces
• One Breastplate Side Seam (P)
• Two Breastplate Back Seam (R)
• One Shoulder (D)
• Two Upper Arm/Bicep (J) pattern pieces
• Seven Pauldron (E, F, G, H and I) pattern pieces
• Two Elbow (M) pattern pieces
• Four Elbow Doublet (L and K) pattern pieces
• Two Vambrace (O) pattern pieces
• One Cowter (N)
• One Besague (C)
Because constructing a complex working model is a
big task, a class may want to break into three teams,
one to build the breastplate assembly, one to build
the upper arm (pauldron) assembly and one to build
the lower arm (elbow and vambrace) assembly. The
instructions have been written accordingly, allowing
handouts for each team. It is important for all
members of each team to read all of the instructions
before construction begins.
Cutting Cardboard – if you are using utility knives to
cut the cardboard, be certain your blades are sharp
and that you have extra blades on hand. You may
have to change blades several times as they dull
quickly when cutting cardboard. A sharp blade will
make a BIG difference in how precisely you can cut
the pattern pieces out of the cardboard.
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ACTIVITY: BREASTPLATE ASSEMBLY
1 Print out and cut out pattern pieces: four Gorget

(A and B), one Gorget Seam (B), six Breastplate (P)
pattern pieces, one Breastplate Side Seam (P),
and two Breastplate Back Seam (R).
2 Using transparent tape, tape the six breastplate

pattern pieces together, first matching edges 1A,
1B, 1C and 1D, then matching edge 2. Using transparent tape, tape the two breastplate back seam
(R) pattern pieces together along edge 1. Using
transparent tape, tape the two gorget (A) pattern
pieces together along edge 1. Using transparent
tape, tape the two gorget (B) pattern pieces
together along edge 1.
3 Layout all the pattern pieces on cardboard sheets

and trace around the pattern pieces with a pencil
to plan your use of the cardboard. You’ll be
cutting two each of the breastplate and gorget,
so plan accordingly and place your pattern pieces
to make the most of the cardboard area.
4 For breastplate, lightly spray adhesive or rubber

cement (in just a few spots) the pattern on the
reverse of the type side, then place type side up
on a sheet of cardboard and carefully cut out.
Remove paper pattern and spray adhesive or apply
rubber cement to the type side, place type side
down and cut out the second piece of the breastplate. Apply spray adhesive or rubber cement to
breastplate side seam (P), and one breastplate
back seam (R) and place type side up on cardboard. Cut one of each.
5 Using spray adhesive or rubber cement, fix gorget

pattern piece B on cardboard type side up and cut
out the pattern piece. Remove paper pattern,
apply adhesive to type side and fix type side down
on cardboard. Cut out this second piece. Apply
spray adhesive or rubber cement to gorget pattern
piece A and place type side up on cardboard. Cut
one. Apply spray adhesive or rubber cement to
gorget pattern piece Seam B and place type side
up on cardboard. Cut one.
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6 After you’re done cutting out all of the cardboard

pattern pieces, don’t throw away the paper
patterns. You’ll need them to guide you in scoring
and bending the breastplate in the proper way.
7 Score both breastplate pieces along the solid

score line, cutting through only the top layer of the
cardboard. Bend inward at each area marked by
dotted lines so the breastplate pieces form the
shapes shown in figure A.
8 Using masking tape, tape the two breastplate

Fig. A

sides together starting at the top of the front
seam. Make sure the two sides of the seam are
matched tightly together and apply tape all along
the seam, making sure there are no gaps without
tape. Two clean, well cut seams will make a big
difference here. Using masking tape, tape the
back seam in the same fashion.
9 Using hot glue, glue the back seam plate (R) inside

the back of the assembled breastplate to give this
vital seam more rigidity. (Figure E)
10 Cut down the left side of the breastplate from

Fig. E

under the armhole to the seam in one straight cut.
Staple or hot glue one-half of the side seam plate
(Q) inside the cut, leaving one-half side exposed
for Velcro. Apply Velcro to the exposed side of the
side seam plate and the corresponding inside
seam of the breastplate, as well as both sides of
the shoulder straps as shown in figure B.

Fig. B
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11 Using masking tape, tape the two gorget (B) sides

together at the join edge 1 (NOT pattern seam B).
Make sure the two sides of the seam are matched
tightly together and apply tape all along the seam.
Hot glue or staple half of the gorget seam (B) piece
on the inside of the gorget at pattern seam B, and
then score vertically down the center. Attach
Velcro to the exposed side of gorget Seam B and
the corresponding back side of the other part of
the seam. Bend the entire gorget so that is sits
naturally on the shoulders and the Velcro seam
closes. (See figure C.)

Fig. C

12 Bend gorget piece A to circle around neck, and use

masking tape to attach gorget piece A to gorget
piece B at the neck, taping around the inside
edge. (See figure D.)
The gorget acts as a neck guard and fits under the
breastplate. Congratulations! You’ve completed
the breastplate assembly!

Fig. D
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ACTIVITY: POULDRON ASSEMBLY
1 Print out and cut out pattern pieces: one besague

(C), one shoulder (D), two upper arm/bicep (J),
and seven pauldron (E, F, G, H and I) pattern
pieces. Using transparent tape, tape the two
pauldron (H) pattern pieces together joining along
edge 1, the two pauldron (I) pattern pieces
together along edge 1, and the two upper
arm/bicep (J) pieces together joining edge 1.
2 Layout all the pattern pieces on cardboard sheets

and trace around the pattern pieces with a pencil
to plan your use of the cardboard. Place your
pattern pieces to make the most of the cardboard
area. Using spray adhesive or rubber cement, fix
the paper pattern pieces on cardboard, type side
up and cut out all of the pattern pieces.
3 After you’re done cutting out all of the cardboard

pattern pieces, with the paper patterns still
attached, use a sharp pencil to poke small holes
through the cardboard at all of the numbered
holes and all the holes marked “x”. Carefully cut
narrow slots with a utility knife at all of the slots
marked “x”. The holes will be used to connect
each pauldron to the others using brads. The slots
will allow the brad in the “x” hole in the adjoining
piece to shift up and down on its shank, giving
more freedom of movement than rivets in holes.
This type of sliding rivet arrangement was used on
European armor in the late medieval period.
(Figure F)
4 Roll each piece of cardboard except the besague

(C) into a cylinder shape. Place pauldron (E) under
the shoulder (D), lining up holes marked 1. Attach
pauldron (E) to shoulder by inserting brads
through holes 1 on each side, and bending the
brad flanges back on the underside of the pauldron. Turn the assembly over, and insert a brad
through the slit into the hole marked “x” on the
shoulder (D). Bend the brad flanges back on the
topside of the “x” hole on the shoulder (D).

Fig. F
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5 Place pauldron (F) under pauldron (E), lining up

holes marked 2. Attach pauldron (F) to pauldron
(E) by inserting brads through holes 2 on each
side, and bending the brad flanges back on the
underside of the pauldron. Turn the assembly
over, and insert a brad through the slit into the
hole marked “x” on pauldron (E). Bend the brad
flanges back on the topside of the “x” hole on
pauldron (E).
6 Place pauldron (G) under pauldron (F), lining up

holes marked 3. Attach pauldron (G) to pauldron
(F) by inserting brads through holes 3 on each side,
and bending the brad flanges back on the underside of the pauldron. Turn the assembly over, and
insert a brad through the slit into the hole marked
“x” on pauldron (F). Bend the brad flanges back
on the topside of the “x” hole on pauldron (F).
7 Place pauldron (H) under pauldron (G), lining up

holes marked 4. Attach pauldron (H) to pauldron
(G) by inserting brads through holes 4 on each
side, and bending the brad flanges back on the
underside of the pauldron. Turn the assembly
over, and insert a brad through the slit into the
hole marked “x” on pauldron (G). Bend brad
flanges back on the topside of the “x” hole on
pauldron (G). Are you starting to get the idea?
8 Line up the two sides of pauldron (I) to form a

cylinder and tape together with masking tape,
pinching both sides tightly together and leaving
no gaps without tape. Place pauldron (I) under
pauldron (H), lining up holes marked 5. Attach
pauldron (I) to pauldron (H) by inserting brads
through holes 5 on each side, and bending the
brad flanges back on the underside of the pauldron. Turn the assembly over, and insert a brad
through the slit into the hole marked “x” on
pauldron (H). Bend the brad flanges back on
the topside of the “x” hole on pauldron (H).
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9 Line up the two sides of upper arm/bicep piece (J)

to form a cylinder and tape together with masking
tape, pinching both sides tightly together and
leaving no gaps without tape. Place upper
arm/bicep piece (J) under pauldron (I), lining up
holes marked 6. Attach upper arm/bicep piece (J)
to pauldron (I) by inserting brads through holes 6
on each side, and bending the brad flanges back
on the underside of the pauldron.

Fig. G

10 Tape over all the brads flanges on both the front

and back of the pauldrons, as in figure G.
Congratulations! You’ve finished the pauldron
assembly!
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ACTIVITY: ELBOW AND VAMBRACE ASSEMBLY
1 Print out and cut out pattern pieces: two elbow (M)

pattern pieces, one shoulder (D), four elbow
doublet (L and K) pattern pieces, two vambrace (O)
pattern pieces, and one cowter (N) pattern piece.
Using transparent tape, tape the two vambrace (O)
pattern pieces together joining along edge 1.
2 Layout all the pattern pieces on cardboard sheets

and trace around the pattern pieces with a pencil
to plan your use of the cardboard. Place your
pattern pieces to make the most of the cardboard
area. Using spray adhesive or rubber cement, fix
the paper pattern pieces on cardboard, type side
up and cut out all of the pattern pieces.
3 After you’re done cutting out all of the cardboard

pattern pieces, with the paper patterns still
attached, use a sharp pencil to poke small holes
through the cardboard at all of the numbered
marks. The holes will be used to connect each
elbow piece to the others using brads.
4 Tape the two elbow (M) pieces together at the

outer curve. Start at one side and work across to
the other, pinching the top edges of the seam
together and taping tightly all along the seam
(figure H).
5 Tape both top doublet (K) and bottom doublet (L)

together, working in the same way as the elbow
pieces. Fasten the doublets to the elbow (M) piece
with brads at the points marked 8 and 9
(figure I). Tape over the flanges of the brads on the
inside of the assembly so the brads stay fastened!

Fig. H

Fig. I
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6 Bend the vambrace into a cylindrical shape. Tape

along the vambrace seam both inside and out,
pinching the edges of the seam together and leaving no gaps without tape. Use a sharp pencil to
poke small holes in the vambrace at the marks
numbered 10. Attach the vambrace to the bottom
doublet using brads, and taping the brad flanges
on the inside of the vambrace (figure J).
7 Staple the cowter (N) to the inner elbow below the

Fig. J

brads. (Figure K.) The cowter protected the warrior’s arm at the inner elbow where the armor is
open to allow the arm to flex back and forth.
Congratulations! You’ve completed the elbow and
vambrace assembly.

Fig. K
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ACTIVITY: SUIT OF ARMOR ASSEMBLY
1 Cut two pieces of elastic or inner tube: one five-

inch piece and one four-inch piece. Attach the
shoulder (D) to the gorget (B) by stapling the fiveinch piece of elastic or inner tube according to
figure L.
2 Hang the besague (C) from the shoulder assembly

by stapling the four-inch piece of elastic or inner
tube as shown in figure M.

Fig. L

You are ready to wear the armor! Please refer to
the Range of Motion Worksheet for the next step in
this activity.

Fig. M
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RANGE OF MOTION WORKSHEET

Name:

Date:

Please read through all of the instructions before you begin your experiments. Each member of your class will be completing a Range of Motion Worksheet, while one classmate wears the armor and performs the range of motion tests. You’ll be
doing these experiments twice, so choose two classmates to wear the armor model.

Your class will need:
✓ A table that reaches the height of your hip.
✓ An object that can easily picked up such as a shoe.
✓ An item that you can place on your classmate’s head like a hat or even
a piece of tissue.
Help the first classmate get into the cardboard armor model. Put the
gorget on first, slipping the knight’s arm into the shoulder, pauldrons,
elbow and vambrace. Velcro the breastplate on the knight’s torso over
the gorget. The knight is ready to begin the experiments.

KNIGHT #1
EASY

MODERATE

KNIGHT #2
DIFFICULT

EASY

MODERATE

DIFFICULT

Object on Table (Front)
Object on Table (Behind)
Object on Table (Side)
Object on Floor
Object on Head

WORKSHEET
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1 Position the table in front of the first knight and place the object you’ve selected directly in front of the knight.

The knight must reach forward and pick up the object with the arm that’s clad in the armor, and without moving
the rest of his or her body. Record your observation by placing an X in the appropriate box on the chart below:
was it difficult for the knight to pick up the object? Was it easy? Was it only moderately easy or difficult?
2 Position the table beside the first knight, on the right, and place the object you’ve selected on the table.

The knight must reach to the side and pick up the object with the arm that’s clad in the armor, and without
moving the rest of his or her body. Record your observation: was it difficult for the knight to pick up the
object? Was it easy? Was it only moderately easy or difficult?
3 Position the table behind the knight and place the object you’ve selected on the table. The knight must

reach behind his or her body to pick up the object with the arm that’s clad in the armor, without moving
the rest of his or her body. Record your observation on the chart.
4 Remove the table and place the object you’ve selected directly in front of the knight on the floor. The

knight must reach forward, bending at the waist, and pick up the object with the arm that’s clad in the
armor. Record your observation on the chart.
5 Place the hat or other object you’ve selected directly on the knight’s head. The knight must remove the

object from his or her head with the arm that’s clad in the armor, and without moving the rest of his or her
body. Record your observation on the chart.
6 Compare your observations with those of your classmates. Did the majority agree on the ease or difficulty

of each motion? Repeat each of these experiments with another classmate wearing the armor. Comparing
your observations and repeating experiments tests the validity of your results by making sure that results
aren’t influenced by an unusually nimble knight or an observer with a cast on her arm who thinks everything looks hard because she can’t move her arm.
7 Repeat these steps with your second knight and compare your observations with your classmates once

again. Did the majority agree on the ease or difficulty of each motion of the second knight?
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After you’ve discussed your findings with the class, answer the questions below:
1 Think about the ways in which a knight might use his arms to protect himself, with or without a shield. Based on

your observations in the range of motion experiments, what areas on a knight’s body would be well
protected? What areas might be vulnerable?

2 Think about the weapons a knight might use to fight enemies. Based on your observations in the range of

motion experiments, what weapons would be easy for a knight to use? What weapons might be difficult to use?

3 If a knight dropped a weapon, from which position could he most easily retrieve it? Give evidence for your

answer based on your observations from the range of motion experiments.

4 Metal armor is considerably heavier than cardboard. Would the range of motion of a knight wearing armor

change if the armor was made of heavier metal? Give evidence for your answer based on your observations from
the range of motion experiments.

5 Optional Activity: As part of your observations, draw a simple diagram of the armor and indicate on the

diagram where restrictions in movement occur as the knight completes the experiments.
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